5 INNOVATIVE ACTIONS!
SLICE

WEIGH

COUNTS

Easydea: perfect to slice ANY type of food,
salami, sausages, cured meat, fish, vegetables,
fruits .... with electronic thickness adjustment.

Thanks to a built-in scale you can preset
the weight you need and Easydea
will cut exactly that.

Easydea can count the number of slices
you need. It even calculates the calories
of the sliced product.

State-of-the-art DISH
PREPARATION

Vacuum
PRESERVATION

Helps with
DATA MANAGEMENT

as you like

While Easydea is cutting, the dish
rotates. The slices fall well separated from
each other, creating a fresh and imaginative
mix of products.

what you need

function

With a built-in powerful vacuum pump Easydea
can be used as a Vacuum machine using rigid
containers or classic standard bags.

for you

Easydea can be connected to a PC allowing you to
extract information and statistical data to optimize
the management of costs and revenues! It is also
equipped with a remote diagnostic and a remote
programming function to eliminate or drastically
reduce the need for technical maintenance.

5 UNIQUE ADVANTAGES!
EASY

and automatic
It is simple to use and it allows you to quickly
prepare dishes and sandwiches, producing
high volumes in no time at all!

Extremely

All-round

SAFE

CONVENIENCE

Electronic and mechanical safety mechanism
to eliminate the usual risks of accidents.
Simple and very safe built-in sharpener works
while the blade remains protected!

High productivity, very low operating costs!
Easydea is an ally for savings in business use.
With an incredible reduction of waste and an
increase in profits.

VERSATILITY

CLEANING

and accessories

and hygiene

With the conveyor belt, the slices are always
on hand to prepare dishes and sandwiches.
Special systems are also available for the
vacuum preservation.

simple, safe, fast cleaning: 50% less cleaning
time than traditional slicers and solutions!
Hygiene guaranteed: the product can be
placed on the plate without being touched.

Here’s a completely new idea:
the new extraordinary solution
that fully meets the daily demands of HoReCa
and catering operators.
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Is there an invention easier than easydea?
The innovative automatic
food machine for all your needs

